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ABSTRACT
Existing tools for automated sentiment analysis in software en-
gineering text suffer from either or both of two limitations. First,
they are developed for non-technical domain and perform poorly
when operated on software engineering text. Second, those tools
attempt to detect valence only, and cannot capture arousal or indi-
vidual emotional states such as excitement, stress, depression, and
relaxation.

In this paper, we present the first sentiment analysis tool, DEVA,
which is especially designed for software engineering text and also
capable of capturing the aforementioned emotional states through
the detection of both arousal and valence. We also create a ground-
truth dataset containing 1,795 JIRA issue comments. From a quan-
titative evaluation using this dataset, DEVA is found to have more
than 82% precision and more than 78% recall.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Emotions are an inseparable part of human nature, which influ-
ence people’s activities and interactions, and thus emotions affect
task quality, productivity, creativity, group rapport and job sat-
isfaction [14]. Software development being highly dependent on
human efforts and interactions, is more susceptible to emotions of
the individuals. Hence, a good understanding of the developers’
emotions and their influencing factors can be exploited for effective
collaborations, task assignments [17], and in devising measures to
boost up job satisfaction, which, in turn, can result in increased
productivity and projects’ success.

Traditional approaches such as, interviews, surveys [55], and
biometric measurements [33] for capturing developers’ emotions
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are challenged for software projects involving distributed team
settings. Moreover, those approaches in the workplace often make
the developers suppress their natural emotional expressions and
hinder their normal workflow [27].

Recently, attempts are made to sense emotions of authors from
text. In software engineering, attempts are made to detect emotions
from textual artifacts including issue comments [11, 15, 20, 24, 25,
30, 42, 45], email contents [19, 51], and forum posts [21, 40].

The techniques for automatic sentiment analysis in text appear
to be highly sensitive to domain terms. Thus, the sentiment analysis
tools (e.g., SentiStrength [49], NLTK [4], and Stanford NLP [47]),
which are designed for general text do not perform well when
applied to software engineering text [11, 15, 24, 28, 41, 45, 50, 51]
largely due to the variations in meanings of domain-specific tech-
nical terms [27]. Hence, recent attempts [6, 10, 12, 27] devise auto-
matic sentiment analysis techniques particularlymeant for software
engineering text.

All the existing tools are limited in capturing emotions at the
necessary depth [41]. Existing approaches are able to detect valence
(i.e., positivity and negativity of emotional polarities) only and fail
to capture arousal or specific emotional states such as excitement,
stress, depression, and relaxation. At work, software developers fre-
quently experience these emotions [55], which can be attributed
to their work progress. For example, a developer typically feels
relaxed, if he makes enough progress in his assigned jobs. Other-
wise, the developer feels stressed. Thus, these emotions need to be
identified [36] where the existing approaches fall short [41].

Along this direction, this paper makes the following two contri-
butions:

• We propose techniques realized in a prototype tool for detecting
excitement, stress, depression, and relaxation expressed in software
engineering text and thus able to compute both valence and
arousal. Ours is the first tool, particularly crafted for software
engineering text, and capable of automatic detection of emotions
in both valence and arousal space.

• We produce a benchmark dataset consisting of 1,795 JIRA issue
comments manually annotated with the four emotional states
identified in those comments. This is also the first dataset of its
kind.

We name our tool DEVA (Detecting Emotions in ValenceArousal
Space in Software Engineering Text), which includes a lexical ap-
proach with a number of heuristics. In empirical evaluations using
the aforementioned dataset, DEVA demonstrates 82.19% precision,
78.70% recall, and 80.11% F-score. Both the DEVA tool and the dataset
are made freely available online [2].

Outline: The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Sec-
tion 2, we briefly introduce the model of emotions used in this work.
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In Section 3, we introduce our tool, DEVA. Our approach for captur-
ing arousal is discussed in Section 3.1. The techniques for capturing
valence is presented in Section 3.2. A set of heuristics included in
DEVA is described in Section 3.4. In Section 4, we describe how we
empirically evaluate our tool. In Section 5, we discuss the limita-
tions of this work. Related work is discussed in Section 6. Finally,
Section 7 concludes the paper with future research directions.

2 EMOTIONAL MODEL
In this work, we use a simple bi-dimensional model [22, 29] of
emotions, which is a variant of the dimensional framework, com-
monly known as VAD (aka PAD) model [46]. In the bi-dimensional
model, as shown in Figure 1, the horizontal dimension presents
the emotional polarities (i.e., positivity, negativity, and neutrality)
known as valence and the vertical dimension indicates the levels of
reactiveness, i.e., high and low arousal.

Positive 
Valence

Negative 
Valence

High Arousal

Low Arousal

RelaxationDepression

Stress Excitation

Figure 1: Simple bi-dimensional model of emotions

The dimensions are bipolar where the valence dimension ranges
from negative to positive and the arousal dimension ranges from
low to high. While many emotional states of a person can be de-
termined by combining valence and arousal, we use a set of four
major classes of emotional states that include excitement, stress,
depression, and relaxation. For example, positive valence and high
arousal, in combination, indicate the emotional state excitement.
The four emotional states are very distinct, as each state consti-
tutes emotions, which are quite different compared to the emotions
of other states [22]. Thus, the model is unequivocal to recognize
emotions, simple and easy to understand. This particular emotional
model is also used in earlier work [29, 44].

3 DEVA
DEVA applies a dictionary-based lexical approach particularly de-
signed for operation on software engineering text. For the capturing
both arousal and valence, the tool uses two separate dictionaries (an
arousal dictionary and a valence dictionary) that we develop by ex-
ploiting a general-purpose dictionary and two domain dictionaries
especially crafted for software engineering text. DEVA also includes
a preprocessing phase and several heuristics. At the preprocessing
phase, DEVA identifies and discards source code contents from a
given text input using regular expressions similar to what proposed
by Bettenburg et al. [9]. The code elements are discarded because

they typically are copy-pasted content that do not really carry the
writer’s emotions [27].

In the following sections, we first describe DEVA’s dictionary-
based approaches for capturing arousal and valence, and how they
are combined to identify different emotional states. Then, we de-
scribe the heuristics, which guide the computation of DEVA towards
high accuracy.

3.1 Capturing Arousal
For capturing arousal, we construct a new arousal dictionary for
DEVA by combining the SEA (Software Engineering Arousal) [31]
dictionarywith theANEW (Affective Norms for EnglishWords) [54]
dictionaries.

The SEA [31] dictionary is specifically developed to detect arousal
in text in the software developer ecosystems. The dictionary con-
tains 428 words. Each of the 428 words are assigned an arousal
score sωa , which is a real number between +1 and +9. In this SEA
dictionary, the arousal level of a word is interpreted as neutral,
if sωa = +5. The arousal level of that word is considered high, if
sωa > +5. Otherwise, that word is considered to have low arousal.

The ANEW [54] dictionary is a generic dictionary (i.e., not de-
signed especially for any particular domain), which contains 13,915
words where each word is annotated with arousal, valence, and
dominance scores, each also ranging between +1 and +9.

3.1.1 Combining the SEA and ANEW dictionaries. At first, all
the words (along with their arousal scores) in the ANEW dictionary
are included in the new arousal dictionary of DEVA. Then, we add
any word to the new dictionary if that word is found in the SEA
dictionary but not found in the ANEW dictionary. For example, the
word ‘ASAP’ exists in the SEA but not in the ANEW, thus this word
along with its arousal score is added to our new arousal dictionary.
If a word is found in the both SEA and ANEW dictionaries, then for
that word, the arousal score in the SEA dictionary is assigned to the
arousal score in our new arousal dictionary. For example, the word
‘Anytime’ exists in the both dictionaries having the arousal scores
6.5 and 4.6 respectively in the SEA and ANEW dictionaries. Hence,
in our new arousal dictionary, the word is assigned an arousal score
6.5. Thus, our newly constructed arousal dictionary includes 14, 084
emotional words.

3.1.2 Adjusting the ranges of arousal scores. To obtain an arousal
scale consistent with valence scale (described later), first, the frac-
tional value of sωa is rounded to its nearest integer ŝωa . Then, using
the conversion scale in Table 1, we convert each integer arousal
score ŝωa in the range [+1, +9] to Sω

a in the integer range [-5, +5].
For example, if the original arousal score of a word rounded to the
closest integer is +2, it is converted to -4, according to the mappings
shown in Table 1. For an arousal score Sω

a within the new range
of [-5, +5], the arousal level Aω of a word ω is interpreted using
Equation 1.

Aω =


Hiдh, if Sω

a > +1
Low, if Sω

a < −1
Neutral , otherwise.

(1)

This conversion between ranges does not alter the original arousal
levels of the words.
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Table 1: Conversion of arousal scores from [+1,+9] to [-5,+5]

Score in [+1,+9] +1 +2 +3 +4 +5 +6 +7 +8 +9
Score in [-5, +5] -5 -4 -3 -2 +/- 1 +2 +3 +4 +5

3.1.3 Computing arousal score for text. DEVA views an input
text t as a set of words such as t = {ω1,ω2,ω3, ...,ωn } where
ω1,ω2,ω3, ...,ωn are distinct words in t . In computation of the
arousal score for the entire text t , DEVA retrieves the arousal scores
S
ω1
a ,S

ω2
a ,S

ω3
a , ...,S

ωn
a of all the words in t from the arousal dictio-

nary we have constructed. At this particular stage of computation,
a word in t is disregarded if it is not found in the arousal dictionary.
Then, for t , DEVA computes a pair ⟨ht , ℓt ⟩ where,

ht = max{Sω1
a ,S

ω2
a ,S

ω3
a , ...,S

ωn
a },

ℓt = min{Sω1
a ,S

ω2
a ,S

ω3
a , ...,S

ωn
a }.

Finally, DEVA determines the overall arousal score At for the entire
text t using Equation 2.

At =

{
ht , if |ht | ≥ |ℓt |

ℓt , otherwise. (2)

3.2 Capturing Valence
To capture valence in text, DEVA exploits the only available domain-
specific valence dictionary named SentiStrength-SE[27], which
is especially crafted for software engineering text. This dictionary
contains 167 positively and 293 negatively polarized words. Each
word ω is assigned a valence score Sω

v where −5 ≤ Sω
v ≤ +5.

Based on the score Sω
v , the polarity (i.e., positivity, negativity, and

neutrality) of valenceVω of a word is interpreted using Equation 3.

Vω =


Positive, if Sω

v > +1
Neдative, if Sω

v < −1
Neutral , otherwise.

(3)

3.2.1 Computing valence score for text. The computation of
valence scores for a text is similar to the computation of arousal
score, except that the valence dictionary is used in place of the
arousal dictionary. Thus, for a given text t , DEVA computes a pair
⟨ρt ,ηt ⟩ of integers, where

ρt = max{Sω1
v ,S

ω2
v ,S

ω3
v , ...,S

ωn
v },

ηt = min{Sω1
v ,S

ω2
v ,S

ω3
v , ...,S

ωn
v }.

Here, ρt and ηt respectively represent the positive and negative
valence scores for the text t . Finally, the overall valence scoreVt
for the text t is computed using Equation 4.

Vt =

{
ρt , if |ρt | ≥ |ηt |
ηt , otherwise. (4)

3.3 Emotional States from Valence and Arousal
Upon computing the arousal score At and valence score Vt for
a given text t , DEVA then maps the emotional scores to individual
emotional states based on the bi-dimensional emotional model
described in Section 2. In particular, the emotional state Et (of the
author) expressed in the text t is determined using the mapping
specified in Equation 5.

Et =


Excitement, ifVt ≥ +2 and At ≥ +2
Stress, ifVt ≤ −2 and At ≥ +2
Depression, ifVt ≤ −2 and At ≤ −2
Relaxation, ifVt ≥ +2 and At ≤ −2
Neutral , ifVt = ±1.

(5)

In addition to the above mentioned emotional states, a text may
express only valence and no arousal, or vice versa. DEVA is also able
to detect those scenarios in the text.

3.4 Heuristics in DEVA
While the underlying dictionaries play the major role in the lexi-
cal approach of DEVA, the tool also includes a number of heuristics
to increase accuracy, as such was also hinted in earlier work [23, 27].
DEVA includes all the heuristics implemented in SentiStrength-SE [27],
which is a recently released tool for the detection of only valence in
software engineering text. For capturing arousal with high accu-
racy, DEVA also includes seven heuristics, which we have devised
based on existing studies in psychology and software engineer-
ing [30, 57, 58] as well as our experience in the field. These seven
heuristics for sensing arousal are discussed below with relevant
examples excerpted from a dataset [43] composed of JIRA issue
comments (described later in Section 4.1).

H1 : The exclamation mark (!) in a text implies high arousal.
The exclamation mark (!) in a text is commonly used to indicate
high arousal of the text writer [7]. For example, in the following
comment the commenter expresses excitement as the comment
contains the word ‘happy’, which indicates positive valence. The
three exclamation signs at the end express high arousal.

"Very happy to see it is useful and used !!!."
(Comment ID: 1927)

Thus, by combining positive valence (detected using the valence
dictionary) and high arousal (detected using this heuristicH1), DEVA
correctly identifies (using Equation 5) the emotional state excitement
expressed in the above comment. Without the heuristic H1 the text
would be incorrectly identified to have positive valence only.

H2 :Wordswith all capital letters indicate high arousal.Words
written with all capital letters often indicate high arousal state of
the writer [7]. In the following comment, the commenter starts
the comment with the word ‘sorry’ expressing negative valence.
All capital letters in the word indicates high arousal state of the
commenter.

"SORRY Oliver, this is really my fault ... something
like this way will not happen anymore."
(Comment ID: 1802095)

Hence, DEVA detects negative valence and high arousal in the com-
ment and identifies that the commenter is under stress.

However, in cases, such that API names and code elements are
written in all capital letters but they do not express any emotional
state of the writer. To distinguish such a scenario, DEVA checks the
spellings of those words written in all capital letters against an
English dictionary using the Jazzy [3] tool. A word written in all
capital letters, is considered a name of an API or code element,
if the word is misspelled. Thus, in the above comment, the word
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Table 2: Emoticons expressing different emotions

Emotions Code of Emoticons
Excitement :*, :?>, :x, :D, :)), 0:), @};- , =P~, :), :">
Stress :((, X-(, :O, =;, :-/ , (:|, >:P
Depression :(, :-$, :-&, 8-), :-<, (:|, :-S, I-), :|
Relaxation B-), :>, :P, ;;), ;), =D>, ;)), :-?, [-o<, /:)

‘SOLR’ will be identified as a name and DEVA will not interpret it to
have expressed any arousal level.

H3 : Emoticons express emotional states. Emotional icons, aka,
emoticons are often used to express different emotions in informal
text including software engineering text [22, 58]. For example, in
the following comment the writer uses the emoticon ‘:(’ to express
depression.

"Oops, I did not run the run-install :("
(Comment ID: 521081)

DEVA is capable of identifying and interpreting emotional states
expressed in the emoticons used in text. In interpreting the emoti-
cons, DEVA exploits a list of emoticons mapped to the four categories
of emotional states (i.e., excitement, stress, depression/sadness, and
relaxation). The mapping, as presented in Table 2, was originally
proposed by Yang et al. [57].

H4 : Interjections can indicate emotional states. The interjec-
tions are special parts of speech (POS), which are meant for express-
ing emotional states [16]. For example, even if the above comment
(ID: 521081) did not include the emoticon ‘:(’, it would still ex-
press depression through the interjection ‘oops’, which DEVA would
capture correctly using a list of interjections mapped to their mean-
ings [1] as presented in Table 3.

Table 3: Interjections expressing different emotions

Emotions Interjections

Excitement
‘Gee’, ‘Hurray’, ‘Ooh’, ‘Oooh’, ‘Wee’, ‘Wow’, ‘Yah’,
‘Yeah’, ‘Yeeeeaah’, ‘Yeehaw’

Stress
‘Aah!’, ‘Aaah’, ‘Aaaahh’, ‘Argh’, ‘Augh’, ‘Bah’,
‘Boo’, ‘Boo!’, ‘Booh’, ‘Eek’, ‘Eep’, ‘Grr’, ‘Yikes’

Depression
‘Duh’, ‘Doh’, ‘Eww’, ‘Gah’, ‘Humph’, ‘Harumph’,
‘Oops’, ‘Oww’, ‘Ouch’, ‘Sheesh’, ‘Jeez’, ‘Yick’

Relaxation ’Ahh’, ‘Phew’

The list of interjections in Table 3, includes only those inter-
jections, whose meanings are unambiguous and relevant to the
emotional sates considered in this work. For example, the interjec-
tion ‘Yahoo’ is excluded since it sometimes expresses the name of a
company.

H5 : Temporal terms indicate high arousal. In psychology and
management, it is generally accepted that because of time pressure a
worker shows increased alertness or readiness i.e., high arousal [30].
This also applies to the software engineering field [31, 32, 39]. Thus,
high arousal is expressed through temporal terms (e.g., asap, soon)

in text. For example, in the following comment the commenter
expresses high arousal by using the temporal term ‘asap’.

"Sorry, I will fix these error asap."
(Comment ID: 1600615)

To capture such arousal states expressed through temporal terms,
DEVAmaintains a list of 12 temporal terms (Table 4) commonly used
for referring to timelines, deadlines, or such.

Table 4: Temporal terms included in the DEVA dictionary

‘Soon’, ‘Sooner’, ‘ASAP’, ‘EOD’, ‘EOB’, ‘Today’, ‘Tomorrow’,
‘Tonight’, “No later", “At earliest", “Tight schedule"

H6 : Task completion leads to low arousal. Typically, comple-
tion of a task makes one relaxed and at the state of low arousal. For
example, the following comment indicating completion of a task
also expresses the relaxation of the commenter.

"The two approaches seem complimentary to me. I’m
happy to see this committed. Does anyone object?"
(Comment ID: 1667040)

The word ‘happy’ in the above comment indicate positive va-
lence. But, the arousal state could be missed out if the word ‘com-
mitted’ is not considered to have expressed low arousal. DEVA takes
into account both the words ‘happy’ and ‘committed’ and corrected
identifies both positive valence and low arousal jointly mapped to
relaxation. For capturing the task completion scenarios in software
engineering, DEVA uses a collection of domain-specific words and
phrases listed in Table 5.

Table 5: Task completion indication terms in DEVA

‘Fixed’, ‘Resolved’, ‘Solved’, ‘Done’, “Patch looks good", “Working
fine", “Working good", “Working properly", “Pushed in branch",
“Pushed in trunk", ‘Committed’.

H7 : Negations reverse arousal state. Generally, a negation (e.g.,
no, not ) is meant for reversing or weakening the meaning of the
word it qualifies.

DEVA weakens the arousal level associated with a word when the
word is found negated in text. Thus, high arousal level associated
with a negated word is weakened to low arousal and the low arousal
of a word is neutralized. For example, in the comment below the
high arousal word ‘worry’ (it is also a negative valence word) is
negated by ‘not’ and indicates low arousal.

"Lets not worry about this now" (Comment ID: 53698)
Again, in the following comment, the word ‘good’ is associated

with a low arousal level in DEVA’s arousal dictionary. Identifying the
negation of the word with ‘not’, DEVA neutralizes the low arousal.

"Agreed, its not good. Improved in 1.1."
(Comment ID: 2263164)

4 EVALUATION
The accuracy of emotion detection of DEVA is measured in terms
of precision (℘), recall (ℜ), and F-score (Ⅎ) separately computed for
each of the target emotional states as described in Section 2 and
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formalized in Equation 5. Given a set I of texts, precision ℘, recall
ℜ, and F-score (Ⅎ) for a particular emotional state e is calculated as
follows:

℘ =
| Ie ∩ I ′

e |

| I ′
e |

, ℜ =
| Ie ∩ I ′

e |

| Ie |
, Ⅎ =

2 × ℘ ×ℜ

℘ +ℜ
,

where e ∈ {excitement , stress,depression, relaxation,neutral}, Ie
represents the set of texts expressing the emotional state e , and
I ′
e denotes the set of texts for which DEVA correctly captures the
emotional state e .

Recall that DEVA is the first tool capable of automatic detection
of the aforementioned emotional states in software engineering
text, and no dataset is available for empirical evaluation of our
tool. Hence, we first create a ground-truth dataset and compute the
aforementioned metrics against that. Then we compare DEVA with
a baseline approach we also implement. Finally, we compare our
tool with a similar (but not identical) tool, TensiStrength [48].

4.1 Creation of Ground-Truth Dataset
The considered dataset [43] consists of two million JIRA issue com-
ments over more than 1,000 projects. JIRA1 is a commercial tool
widely used by software developers for describing, tracking, and
managing user-stories, bug-reports, feature requests, and other
development issues. This dataset has also been used in many stud-
ies [27, 30, 37, 38, 42] on the social and emotional aspects of software
engineering.

4.1.1 Construction of a manageable subset. We want to create
a dataset by manually annotating the issue comments with their
expressed emotional states. Manual annotation of two million issue
comments could be a mammoth task. Hence, to minimize efforts,
we create a subset of 2,000 issue comments for manual annotation
using some criteria as described below.

The majority of issue comments in the above mentioned dataset
are emotionally neutral [43]. Thus, a random selection is likely to
include more neutral comments than those with other emotions.
To avoid such a possibility, we first use a keyword-based search-
ing method to collect from the original dataset a subset Gk of 50
thousand comments which are likely to contain valence and arousal.
We use 68 unigram keywords (listed elsewhere [22]) and their 136
synonyms detected using WordNet [35]. The synonyms of a key-
word include every synonym of all variations of the keyword with
respect to POS. Such a keyword-based searching method is also
used in another study [22] for a similar purpose.

Again, from the original dataset, we randomly select another
subset Gr of 100 thousand issue comments. Then we create a set
Gu such that Gu = Gk ∪ Gr . Then from Gu , we filter out those
comments, which have more than 100 letters resulting in another
set Gû consisting of 110 thousand comments. From the set Gû , we
randomly select 2,000 comments for manual annotation by human
raters.

4.1.2 Manual annotation by human raters. We employ three
human raters (enumerated as A, B, C) for manually annotating
the 2,000 issue comments with the emotions (i.e., excitement, stress,
depression, relaxation, or neutral) they perceive in them. Each of
these three human raters are graduate students in computer science
1https://www.atlassian.com/software/jira

Table 6: Inter-rater disagreements in categories of emotions

Inter-rater Disagreements # of Issue
Emotions A, B B, C C, A Comments
Excitement 06.57% 07.79% 07.54% 411
Stress 06.75% 17.46% 14.68% 252
Depression 06.92% 11.07% 07.61% 289
Relaxation 05.72% 09.69% 05.72% 227
Neutral 07.30% 05.19% 05.68% 616

Total number of issue comments: 1,795

having one to five years experience in software development in
collaborative environments. Each of the human raters separately
annotate each of the 2,000 issue comments.

We consider a comment conveying the emotional state e , if two
of the three raters identify the same emotion in it. Total 205 issue
comments are discarded since the human raters do not agree on the
emotions they perceive in those comments. Thus, our ground-truth
dataset ends up containing 1,795 issue comments. The number of
issue comments expressing each of the emotional states are pre-
sented in the rightmost column of Table 6. This table also presents
the emotion-wise percentage of cases where raters disagree. We
also measure the degree of inter-raters agreement in terms of Fleiss-
κ [18] value. The obtained Fleiss-κ value 0.728 signifies substantial
agreement among the independent raters.

4.2 Measurement of Accuracy
We invoke DEVA to detect the emotional states in each of the 1,795
issue comments in our human-annotated ground-truth dataset.
Then, for each of the issue comments, we compare DEVA’s detected
emotion with the human annotated emotion (i.e., ground-truth).
We separately measure precision (℘), recall (ℜ), and F-score (Ⅎ)
for DEVA’s detection of each of the emotional states, which are
presented in the third column (from the left) of Table 7. As presented
at the bottom three rows in the same column of the table, across all
the emotional states, on average, DEVA achieves 82.19% precision,
78.70% recall, and 80.11% F-score.

4.3 Comparison with a Baseline
DEVA is the first tool especially designed for software engineering
text to detect the emotional states in the bi-directional emotion
model encompassing both valence and arousal. There exists no such
other tool for direct comparison with DEVA. Hence, we implement
a baseline approach based on the work of Mäntylä et al. [30] who
used the ANEW dictionary to only study valence and arousal in
software engineering text.

The baseline tool that we implement also exploits the ANEW
dictionary. Thus, the baseline tool differs from DEVA in two ways.
First, the baseline tool uses the regular ANEWdictionarywhile DEVA
exploits a valence dictionary and an arousal dictionary especially
designed for software engineering text. Second, DEVA applies a
number of heuristics which are not included in the baseline tool.
We want to verify if the crafted dictionaries and heuristics actually
contribute to higher accuracy in the detection of emotional states.
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Table 7: Comparison beween DEVA and Baseline

Emotions Metrics DEVA Baseline

Excitement
℘ 87.58 77.16
ℜ 88.86 23.72
Ⅎ 88.22 36.29

Stress
℘ 72.29 48.48
ℜ 66.53 12.74
Ⅎ 69.29 20.18

Depression
℘ 78.01 33.77
ℜ 76.12 61.59
Ⅎ 77.05 43.62

Relaxation
℘ 85.63 19.63
ℜ 65.63 66.76
Ⅎ 74.31 30.33

Neutral
℘ 87.44 72.45
ℜ 96.37 31.63
Ⅎ 91.69 44.03

Average
℘ 82.19 50.30
ℜ 78.70 39.27
Ⅎ 80.11 34.87

Hypothesis: Upon operating DEVA and the baseline tool on the
same software engineering dataset, DEVAmust outperform the base-
line, if the domain-specific dictionaries and heuristics included
in it actually contribute to higher accuracies in the detection of
emotional states in software engineering text.

We invoke the baseline tool to detect the emotional states in
each of the issue comments in our ground-truth dataset. Then, we
compute the precision (℘), recall (ℜ), and F-score (Ⅎ) for its detec-
tion of each emotional states (i.e., excitement, stress, depression,
relaxation, and neutral) as shown in the rightmost column of Ta-
ble 7. The overall average precision, recall, and F-score across all
the emotional states are presented in the bottom three rows of the
same column.

As we compare the accuracies of DEVA and the baseline approach
in Table 7, our DEVA is found to have outperformed the baseline
in all cases by a large margin except for the recall of relaxation
where DEVA falls short by only 01.13%. In all cases, DEVA maintains
a substantially higher F-score compared to the baseline. In other
words, DEVA maintains a balance between precision and recall for
each emotional state resulting in higher F-score for all cases. Overall,
on average, across all the emotions, DEVA clearly outperforms the
baseline.

Thus, the results of comparison imply that our hypothesis holds
true, which means the domain-specific dictionaries and heuristics
included in DEVA actually contribute to its superior performance.

4.4 Comparison with TensiStrength
Recently, TensiStrength [48] is released, which we find somewhat
similar to our DEVA because both the tools are capable of detecting
stress and relaxation in text. However, DEVA and TensiStrength
are more different than they are similar. First, unlike DEVA, the
TensiStrength tool is not especially designed for software en-
gineering text. Second, TensiStrength cannot detect excitement
and depression, which DEVA detects. Nevertheless, we compare

TensiStrength’s accuracies against those of DEVA in the detec-
tion of stress and relaxation only since these emotional states form
a subset of the emotional states DEVA detects.

For a given text t , TensiStrength computes a pair ⟨πt , ςt ⟩ of
integers, where +1 ≤ πt ≤ +5 and −5 ≤ ςt ≤ −1. Here, πt and ςt
respectively represent the relaxation and stress scores for the given
text t . A given text t is considered expressing relaxation if πt > +1.
Similarly, a text is held conveying stress when ςt < −1. Besides, a
text is considered neutral when the scores for the text appear to be
⟨1,−1⟩.

Table 8: Comparison between DEVA and TensiStrength

Emotions Metrics DEVA TensiStrength

Stress
℘ 72.29 35.70
ℜ 66.53 92.03
Ⅎ 69.29 51.44

Relaxation
℘ 85.63 20.58
ℜ 65.63 62.11
Ⅎ 74.31 30.92

Neutral
℘ 87.44 82.31
ℜ 96.37 79.73
Ⅎ 91.69 81.00

Average
℘ 81.79 46.20
ℜ 76.18 77.96
Ⅎ 78.43 54.45

We execute TensiStrength on the ground-truth dataset. Then,
we separately measure the precision (℘), recall (ℜ), and F-score (Ⅎ)
for TensiStrength’s detection of each of the three target emotional
states (i.e., relaxation, stress, and neutral). Table 8 shows the preci-
sion, recall, and F-score of both the tools DEVA and TensiStrength
in the detection of stress, relaxation and neutral comments. The over-
all average precision, recall, and F-score across the target emotional
states are presented in the bottom three rows of the table.

As seen in Table 8, DEVA consistently achieves higher precision
and F-score in the detection of all the emotional states. The re-
call of DEVA is also higher in all cases except for recall of stress,
which affects the comparative overall recall of the tools. Still, DEVA
maintains higher overall average F-score.

TensiStrength cannot differentiate between depression and stress.
It cannot distinguish between excitement and relaxation either.
These shortcomings are among the reasons for the tool’s lower
precision in the detection of stress and relaxation. For example, in
the following comment, the commenter conveys excitement, but due
to presence of the positive emotional word ‘good’, TensiStrength
incorrectly determines the comment to have expressed relaxation.

"Good catch ! Will fix it asap."
(Comment ID: 1348887)

5 THREATS AND LIMITATIONS
From the empirical evaluations, DEVA is found superior to both the
baseline approach and TensiStrength. Still, its accuracy is not
100% due to its shortcomings. Although DEVA captures negations
very well, it still falls short in handling complex structures of nega-
tions. In the detection of subtle expressions of emotions in text,
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even the human raters are often in disagreements, and DEVA also
falls short in capturing them. The tool cannot distinguish irony
and sarcasm in text, and fails to correctly identify emotions in such
text. Capturing subtle emotional expressions, irony, and sarcasm in
text is already recognized as a challenging problem in the area of
Natural Language Processing (NLP).

The heuristics and domain-specific dictionaries included in DEVA
contribute in correct identification of emotional states as verified
in Section 4.3. However, in some cases, the heuristics may mislead
the tool, although such cases are relatively rare compared to the
common situations. The lists of task completion terms, temporal
terms, interjections, and emoticons, included in DEVA, might not
be complete to cover all possible scenarios. Similarly, the valence
and arousal dictionaries in DEVAmight also miss relevant emotional
terms. One might question, instead of using the lexical approach
for building DEVA’s domain-specific dictionaries, if we could adopt
any better approach, which could possibly minimize these limi-
tations. However, a recent study [26] reports that, “lexicon-based
approaches for dictionary creation work better for sentiment anal-
ysis in software engineering text."

One might argue that in construction of DEVA’s arousal dictio-
nary, the range conversion of arousal scores from [+1, +9] to [-5,
+5] might have altered the original arousal levels of some words.
We have considered this possibility and carefully designed the con-
version scheme to minimize such possibilities. A random sanity
check after the range conversion indicates absence of any such oc-
currence. The regular expressions used in the preprocessing phase
of DEVA for filtering out source code elements in text might not
be able to discard all code elements. However, studies show that
light-weight regular expressions perform better than other heavy-
weight approaches (e.g., machine learning, island grammar) for this
purpose [8].

Our ground-truth dataset manually annotated by three human
raters are subject to human bias, experience, and understanding
of the field. However, the human raters being computer science
graduate students and having software development experience in
collaborative environments limit this threat.

6 RELATEDWORK
A comprehensive list of the tools and techniques developed and
used to detect emotions can be found elsewhere [34, 36, 56]. To
maintain relevance, we limit our discussion to only those tools and
techniques that are attempted for software engineering text.

Earlier research involving sentiment analysis in software engi-
neering text used three tools/toolkits, SentiStrength [49], Stanford
NLP [5], and NLTK [4], while SentiStrength is used the most fre-
quently [27]. All of the aforementioned three tools are developed
and trained to operate on non-technical text and they do not per-
form well enough when operated in a technical domain such as
software engineering. Domain-specific (e.g., software engineering)
technical uses of inherently emotional words seriously mislead the
sentiment analyses of those tools [28, 41, 45, 51] and limit their
applicability in software engineering area.

Blaz and Becker [10] proposed three almost equally performing
lexical methods, a Dictionary Method (DM), a Template Method

(TM), and a Hybrid Method (HM) for sentiment analysis in “Brazil-
ian Portuguese” text in IT (Information Technology) job submission
tickets. Although their techniques might be suitable for formally
structured text, those may not perform well in dealing with informal
text frequently used in software engineering artifacts such as com-
mit comments [27]. SentiStrength-SE [27], Senti4SD [12] and
SentiCR [6] are three recent tools especially designed to deal with
software engineering text. However, all the aforementioned tools
and techniques are meant for detecting valence only and cannot
capture arousal or other emotional states at a deeper level.

To detect emotions in more fine-grained levels, Murgia et al. [37]
constructed a machine learning classifier specifically trained to
identify six emotions joy, love, surprise, anger, sad, and fear in is-
sue comments. Similar to their approach, Calefato et al. [13] also
developed a toolkit to detect those six emotions. However, nei-
ther of these techniques are capable of detecting the emotional
states excitement, stress, depression, and relaxation as captured in
the well-established bi-directional emotional model encompassing
both valence and arousal dimensions.

TensiStrength [48] is a recently released tool, which we have
compared with our DEVA. As mentioned before, TensiStrength
can detect stress and relaxation from text, but cannot capture ex-
citement or depression, while DEVA is capable of detecting all of
them. Unlike our DEVA, TensiStrength is not especially designed
for any particular domain, and thus performs poorly for software
engineering text as such is also found in our comparison with DEVA.
Mäntylä et al. [30] studied both valence and arousal in software
engineering text. For detection valence and arousal they also used a
lexical approach, which is not especially designed for software engi-
neering text. Their approach relies on the ANEW (Affective Norms
for English Words) dictionary only, whereas DEVA uses two sepa-
rate valence and arousal dictionaries especially crafted for software
engineering text. Although their approach was never realized in a
reusable tool, it inspired us in the implementation of the baseline
tool that we have compared with DEVA.

7 CONCLUSION
In this paper, we have presented DEVA, a tool for automated sen-
timent analysis in text. DEVA is unique from existing tools in two
aspects. First, DEVA is especially crafted for software engineering
text. Second, DEVA is capable of detecting both valence and arousal
in text and mapping them for capturing individual emotional states
(e.g., excitement, stress, depression, relaxation and neutrality) con-
forming to a well-established bi-directional emotional model. None
of the existing sentiment analysis tools have both the aforemen-
tioned capabilities/properties. DEVA applies a lexical approach with
an arousal dictionary and a valence dictionary, both crafted for soft-
ware engineering text. In addition, DEVA includes a set of heuristics,
which help the tool to maintain high accuracy.

For empirical evaluation of DEVA, we have constructed a ground-
truth dataset consisting of 1,795 JIRA issue comments, each of which
are manually annotated by three human raters. This dataset is also
a significant contribution to the community. From a quantitative
evaluation using this dataset, DEVA is found to have achieved 82.19%
precision and 78.70% recall. We have also implemented a baseline
approach and compared against DEVA. A recently released similar
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(but not identical) tool TensiStrength is also compared with our
DEVA. From the comparisons, DEVA is found substantially superior
to both the baseline and TensiStrength.

The current release of DEVA and our ground-truth dataset are
freely available [2] for public use. We are aware of the existing
limitations of our tool, which we have also discussed in this paper.
Addressing all these limitations is within our future plan. In the
future releases of DEVA, we will keep enriching the underlying
dictionaries and enhancing the heuristics for further improving the
tool’s accuracy. Using DEVA and its future releases, we will conduct
large scale studies of emotional variations and their impacts in
software engineering. Moreover, we have plan to extend DEVA for
aspect-oriented [52, 53] emotion analysis in software engineering
text.
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